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Disaster 
Readiness Guide

Introduction

Our class has worked hard to learn about forces of nature that can pose danger 
to families and communities, and how to plan ahead for safety when natural 
disasters strike. This guide is our gift to you. We hope you will use it together as 
a family to get informed and make preparations that can make a real difference 
in emergencies.  
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Introduction

It’s been an unusually stormy year, all over the world. Storms, volcanoes, and earthquakes have hurt many 
people and destroyed lots of property. Your local television station thinks your community needs a new, 
complete Disaster Readiness Guide to help residents plan and prepare to stay safe during natural disasters. The 
head meteorologist in charge of the project found a well-qualified editor—your teacher—to make it happen. 
Congratulations! You and your classmates have been chosen to write it! 

You’ll be part of a team researching a particular natural disaster. You’ll learn about how it works, the dangers it 
poses, and how to stay safe when it happens. Your team will shape your research into a section for the guide on 
your natural disaster, and work through the process of making family emergency plans and building supplies 
kits. Your editor will combine the work of the different teams into a finished Disaster Readiness Guide to share 
with other classes, your families, and your community.
    

Task

Your editor will assign you to a team. Your team will research and recommend safety tips for getting through 
one of these natural disasters:
•	 Tornado
•	 Blizzard
•	 Flood
•	 Fire
•	 Earthquake
•	 Hurricane

You will use your team’s Research Outline below to learn about your subject. When you finish your outline, 
you’ll write a draft of your section of the Disaster Readiness Guide. Then you’ll meet with the rest of your 
team to compare drafts and settle on a finished version.

As teams, you will complete the FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency) steps. Individually, you’ll 
take a quiz and earn your Certificate of Readiness from Readiness U. Finally, your editor will combine all the 
work to create the complete Disaster Readiness Guide. 

Process

1. Get your team assignment.

2. Gather your supplies—paper and pencil for taking notes—and claim a computer workstation. 

3. Click on your team’s natural disaster below and complete the Research Outline. Not all Web sites you’ll 
visit are written for kids, so you might need a dictionary. Print your worksheet when you’re done.

4. Working from your Research Outline, write a draft of your section of the Disaster Readiness Guide. Write 
one paragraph for every main idea (marked with a Roman numeral) on your outline. Use the supporting 
information and details (marked with capital letters) to shape your sentences in each paragraph. The last 
paragraph should introduce and list safety tips specific to your natural disaster. Your draft should be one-
two pages long. You will do this as homework.

5. Meet with your team. Choose a secretary who will record ideas, and work from your individual drafts 
to create a final draft. You might choose whole paragraphs from different team members or blend ideas 
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from all the outlines in each paragraph. Search online to find and print a picture of your natural disaster 
to go with your finished composition. 

6. With your team, gather around a computer workstation. Go to the FEMA (Federal Emergency 
Management Agency) “Ready” website at www.ready.gov/make-plan-kids. You’ve already completed Step 
1, “Be Informed,” in your earlier work. Step 2 is to “Make a Plan.” Click on the “Talk It Out” activity 
link. Pretend that your team is a family and the school is your home. Read through the page and make 
decisions about each question. Have your team secretary write down each question and your decisions. 
You may make up fictional relatives or pets, but try to use real places for meeting.

7. Next, click on Step 3, “Build a Kit.” Read the first two paragraphs. Brainstorm items you might need in 
an emergency supplies kit. Have your secretary write down all the ideas. Then check your list against 
these two websites: www.gobagforkids.com (scroll down to the part about a disaster supplies kit) and 
www.ready.gov/basic-disaster-supplies-kit to be sure you’ve thought of everything.  

8. Working individually on a computer, go to www.ready.gov/graduates-readiness-u and take the “Graduate 
from Readiness U!” quiz. When you’re done, print your “Certificate of Readiness” and write your name 
on it.

9. Submit to your editor your team’s finished work—individual Research Outlines, individual section drafts, 
final team section draft, printed picture, team “Make a Plan” decisions, and kit brainstorming list. 

10. Your editor will compile your work into a complete Disaster Readiness guide to share with other classes, 
take home, and use to prepare families to be safe in emergencies.

Now click on your assigned team below to begin your research. Note: These need to be live, separate links to 
the team worksheets. Worksheets need a balance of fun graphics and plenty of space between the bullets so 
they don’t look crowded or intimidating and there’s room to type responses. 

Tornado

Blizzard

Flood

Fire

Earthquake

Hurricane  
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Tornadoes are considered the most violent and destructive of all storms. Click on the links and respond to the 
prompts below to learn about tornadoes and the dangers they pose. Start by watching a video about tornadoes at 
http://video.nationalgeographic.com/video/kids/forces-of-nature-kids/tornadoes-101-kids 

Use these websites to complete the following outline:
www.pitara.com/discover/earth/online.asp?story=20 www.weatherwizkids.com/weather-tornado.htm (See the begin-
ning through the “What are some other factors…?” section, and the “Know the Lingo” through “Tornado Safety 
Tips” sections near the end.)  
www.education.noaa.gov/Special_Topics/Mark_Trail.php?cat=Severe%20Weather (Click on the cartoon labeled 
“Tornadoes/NOAA Weather Radio-3/7/2004.”)

 Tornado basics 

A.  What is a tornado?

B.  Where can tornadoes occur? Where do they occur most often?

C.  When can tornadoes occur? When are they most likely to occur?

D.  How long do they usually last?

E.  List one fascinating fact about tornadoes that you  
didn’t know before.

 Tornado science 

A.  What “ingredients” do you need to produce a tornado?

B.  How does a tornado form? 

C.  How are tornadoes measured? Copy and paste a chart of the Fujita Scale  
of Tornado Intensity here:

Research Outline
Tornadoes

1.

2.
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 Living with tornadoes

A. What damage can tornado winds cause? Summarize possible damage.
      

B. What are the dangers to people during a tornado?

C. What warning signs might you see or hear as a tornado approaches?

D. What is a tornado watch?

E. What is a tornado warning?
 

 Tornado safety tips (What should you do if you see a tornado or a tornado warning is issued for your 
area? Use the same websites to make a list of practical safety tips.)

A. Before a tornado strikes

B. During a tornado 

C. After a tornado 
 

PRinT youR ComPleTeD woRksheeT

 NOW RETURN TO STEP #4 OF THE PROCESS SECTION  
TO CONTINUE YOUR TASK.

Research Outline
Tornadoes

3.

4.
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Blizzards are winter’s strongest, most impressive storms. Click on the links and respond to the prompts below to 
learn about these severe winter storms and the dangers they pose. Start by watching a video about blizzards at 
www.history.com/videos/science-of-a-blizzard#science-of-a-blizzard 

Use these websites to complete the following outline:
http://teacher.scholastic.com/activities/wwatch/winter_storms/index.htm 
www.weatherwizkids.com/weather-winter-storms.htm (See the beginning through the “How do blizzards form?” sec-
tion and the “Know the Lingo” and “Winter Strom Safety Tips” sections near the end.)
http://suite101.com/article/winters-strongest-storm-the-blizzard-a79843  

 Blizzard basics 

A. What is a blizzard?

B. Where can blizzards occur? Where are they most likely to occur?

C. When can blizzards occur? When are they most likely to occur?

D. How long do they usually last? 

E. List one fascinating fact about blizzards that you didn’t know before.

 Blizzard science 

A.  What “ingredients” do you need to produce a blizzard?

B.   How do blizzards form?

C.  How much snow might fall during a severe blizzard? 

Research Outline
blizzards

1.

2.
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 Living with blizzards

A. What damage can blizzard winds cause? Summarize possible damage. 

      
B. What are the dangers to people during a blizzard?

C.  What warning signs might you see or hear before a blizzard strikes?

D. What is a winter storm watch? A winter storm warning?

E. What is a blizzard warning? 

 Blizzard safety tips (What should you do if a blizzard warning is issued for your area or you find your-
self in a blizzard? Use the same websites to make a list of practical safety tips.)

A. Before a blizzard strikes

B. During a blizzard

C.  After a blizzard 

 

PRinT youR ComPleTeD woRksheeT

 NOW RETURN TO STEP #4 OF THE PROCESS SECTION  
TO CONTINUE YOUR TASK.

3.

4.

Research Outline
blizzards
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Floods cause more death and destruction than any other weather phenomenon. Click on the links and respond to 
the prompts below to learn about these powerful events and the dangers they pose. Start by watching a video about 
floods at 
http://video.nationalgeographic.com/video/environment/environment-natural-disasters/landslides-and-more/floods  

Use these websites to answer the following questions:
www.weatherwizkids.com/weather-rain.htm (See the beginning through the “How much water is needed…” and the 
“Know the Lingo” and “Flood Safety Tips” sections near the bottom.)
www.kidcyber.com.au/topics/floods.htm 
www.dosomething.org/tipsandtools/11-facts-about-floods 
www.ussartf.org/flooding.htm  

 Flood basics 

A. What is a flood? What is a flash flood?

B. Where can floods occur? Where are they most likely to occur?

C. When can floods occur? When are they most likely to occur?

D. List one fascinating fact about floods that you didn’t know before.

 Flood science 

A. What conditions are needed to cause flooding? 

B. How high might the water rise in a severe flood?

C. What technology do meteorologists use to predict 
heavy rainfall that could cause flooding?

Research Outline
floods

1.

2.
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 Living with floods

A. What damage can floods cause? Summarize possible damage.

B. What are the dangers to people during a flood?

C. What warning signs might you see or hear before a flood occurs?

D. What is a flood watch? A flash flood watch?

E. What is a flood warning? A flash flood warning?

 Flood safety tips (What should you do if a flood warning is issued for your area or you find yourself in a 
flood? Use the same websites to make a list of practical safety tips.) 

A. Before a flood occurs

B. During a flood

C. After a flood

 

PRinT youR ComPleTeD woRksheeT

 NOW RETURN TO STEP #4 OF THE PROCESS SECTION  
TO CONTINUE YOUR TASK.

3.

4.

Research Outline
floods
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Wildfires can be caused by several different natural events, but more than 80% of them are caused by people. Click 
on the links and respond to the prompts below to learn about these dramatic events and the dangers they pose. 
Start by watching a video about wildfires at 
http://dsc.discovery.com/tv-shows/other-shows/videos/raging-planet-fire-three-types-of-wildfires.htm. 

Use these websites to answer the following questions:
www.weatherwizkids.com/weather-wildfire.htm 
http://science.howstuffworks.com/nature/natural-disasters/wildfire.htm
www.ready.gov/wildfires
www.fire.ca.gov/communications/communications_firesafety_redflagwarning.php
  

 Fire basics 

A. What is a wildfire?

B. Where can fires occur? Where are they most likely to occur?

C. When can fires occur? When are they most likely to occur?

D. List one fascinating fact about wildfires that you didn’t know before.

 Fire science 

A. What is the “fire triangle?”

B. How do fires begin? 

C. How fast can they move? 

D. How much land does wildfire consume in the U.S. in an  
average year? 

Research Outline
wildfires

1.

2.
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 Living with fires

A. What damage can fires cause? Summarize possible damage.

B. What are the dangers to people during a fire?

C. How can wildfires be good for the environment?

D. What is a Red Flag warning?

E. What is a Fire Weather watch?

 Fire safety tips (What should you do if a fire breaks out or a wildfire is headed your way? Use the same 
websites to make a list of practical safety tips.)  

A. Before a fire threatens you

B. During a fire

C. After a fire

PRinT youR ComPleTeD woRksheeT

 NOW RETURN TO STEP #4 OF THE PROCESS SECTION  
TO CONTINUE YOUR TASK.

3.

4.

Research Outline
wildfires
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Earthquakes can be so slight we don’t feel them, or they can be violently destructive. Click on the links and respond 
to the prompts below to learn about these dramatic events and the dangers they pose. Start by watching a video 
about earthquakes at http://video.nationalgeographic.com/video/environment/environment-natural-disasters/earth-
quakes/earthquake-101. 

Use these websites to answer the following questions:
www.weatherwizkids.com/weather-earthquake.htm (See the beginning through the section on “Plate tectonics,” and 
then “Know the Lingo” through “Earthquake Safety Tips” near the end.) 
www.pitara.com/discover/5wh/online.asp?story=120 
www.historyforkids.org/scienceforkids/geology/earthquakes/index.htm

 Earthquake basics 

A. What is an earthquake?

B. Where can earthquakes occur? Where are they most likely to occur?

C. When can earthquakes occur? When are they most likely to occur?

D.  List one fascinating fact about earthquakes that you didn’t know before.

 Earthquake science 

A. What causes earthquakes?

B. What are seismic waves?

C. How often do earthquakes happen?

D. What other natural disasters can earthquakes set off?

Research Outline

earThquakes

1.

2.
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E. How are they measured? Copy and paste a chart of the Richter Scale here:

 Living with earthquakes

A. What damage can earthquakes cause? Summarize possible damage.

B. What are the dangers to people during an earthquake?

C. Can scientists predict earthquakes accurately?

 Earthquake safety tips (What should you do if you’re caught in an earthquake? Use the same websites to 
make a list of practical safety tips.)  

A. Before an earthquake strikes

B. During an earthquake

C. After an earthquake

PRinT youR ComPleTeD woRksheeT

 NOW RETURN TO STEP #4 OF THE PROCESS SECTION  
TO CONTINUE YOUR TASK.

3.

4.

Research Outline

earThquakes
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Hurricanes pack a triple punch because, in addition to wind damage, they can cause deadly storm surges and flood-
ing. Click on the links and respond to the prompts below to learn about these dramatic events and the dangers they 
pose. Start by watching a video about hurricanes at 
http://video.nationalgeographic.com/video/kids/forces-of-nature-kids/hurricanes-101-kids. 

Use these websites to answer the following questions:
www.weatherwizkids.com/weather-hurricane.htm (See the beginning through the “When does hurricane season 
start?” section and then “Know the Lingo” through “Hurricane Safety Tips” near the end.) 
http://kids.earth.nasa.gov/archive/hurricane/creation.html  
www.education.noaa.gov/Special_Topics/Mark_Trail.php?cat=Severe%20Weather (Click on the cartoon labeled 
“Hurricanes 6/14/1998.”)

 Hurricane basics 

A. What is a hurricane?

B. Where can hurricanes occur? Where are they most likely to occur?

C. When can hurricanes occur? When are they most likely to occur?

D. List one fascinating fact about hurricanes that you didn’t know before.

 Hurricane science 

A. How do hurricanes form?

B. How big can hurricanes get?

C. How fast are the winds moving in a hurricane?

D. What is a storm surge?

Research Outline

hurricanes

1.

2.
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E. How are hurricanes measured? Copy and paste a chart of the Saffir-Simpson scale here:

 Living with hurricanes

A. What damage can hurricanes cause? Summarize possible damage.

B. What are the dangers to people during a hurricane?

C. What is a hurricane watch?

D. What is a hurricane warning?

 Hurricane safety tips (What should you do if a hurricane warning is issued for your area or if you are 
caught in a hurricane? Use the same websites to make a list of practical safety tips.)  

A. Before a hurricane

B. During a hurricane

C. After a hurricane 

PRinT youR ComPleTeD woRksheeT

 NOW RETURN TO STEP #4 OF THE PROCESS SECTION  
TO CONTINUE YOUR TASK.

3.

4.

Research Outline

hurricanes
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making a Family emergency 
Plan and Building a  

Family emergency kit
Now that you’ve learned about different kinds of natural disasters, it’s time 
to make your family’s Emergency Plan and build an Emergency Kit. FEMA, 
the Federal Emergency Management Agency, has a helpful website at  
www.ready.gov/make-plan-kids. The “Talk It Out” meeting activity link 
encourages you to sit down as a family and discuss things like where you 
would meet or how you would stay in touch during a natural disaster, as 
well as how to protect your pets. The “Build a Kit” page suggests fun ways 
to assemble your kit and make sure you have everything you need. 

Please use the FEMA/Red Cross Family Disaster Planning brochure and 
checklist at www.seattle.gov/emergency/library/publiceducation/supplieskit/
Your%20Family%20Disaster%20Supplies%20Kit.pdf to get details of your 
plan down in writing and make copies for family members as needed.

We’re happy to help you plan 
ahead for safety!
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Congratulations! You have not only educated yourself about natural disasters and how to stay safe during 
them but also provided a real service to your families and community by sharing your learning through 
the Disaster Readiness Guide. Now go home, meet with your family, make an emergency plan, and build 
your kit!

Here are some books about natural disasters and safety in emergencies that you might enjoy: 

FicTiOn  

•	 The Blizzard Disaster, by Peg Kehret. Simon & Schuster Books, 1998.

•	 Daja’s Book (Circle of Magic), by Tamora Pierce. Scholastic Paperbacks, 2000.

•	 A Place Where Hurricanes Happen, by Renee Watson. Random House Books for Young Readers, 2010.  

•	 The Strange Case of Baby H, by Kathryn Reiss. Skyview Books, 2009.  

•	 Twister on Tuesday (Magic Tree House #23), by Will Osborne and Mary Pope Osborne. Random House 

Books for Young Readers, 2001.

•	 Yu the Great: Conquering the Flood, by Paul D. Storrie. Graphic Universe, 2008. 

nOnFicTiOn 

•	 Blitzed by a Blizzard!, by Joyce Markovics. Bearport Publishing, 2010. 

•	 Fuegos Arrasadores = Wildfires, by Matt Doeden. Capstone Press, 2011.

• Floods and Mudslides: Disaster and Survival, by Bonnie J. Ceban. Enslow, 2005. 

•	 The International Red Cross, by Sean Connolly. Smart Apple Media, 2008. 

•	 Preparing for Disasters, by Bobbie Kalman and Kelley MacAulay. Crabtree Publishing, 2009.

•	 Tsunami: Helping Each Other, by Ann Morris and Heidi Larson. Lerner Publications, 2005.

• Twisters and Other Terrible Storms: A Nonfiction Companion to Magic Tree House #23,ˆby Will Osborne and 

Mary Pope Osborne. Random House Children’s Books, 2003.

conclusion
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